
Funky Gong  Rider 2012 
 
    This Rider must be signed and returned to Massivevibrations

zurya@massivevibrations.com

 

Any proposed alterations to this Rider must first be agreed between the 
Promoter and the Artist's representation before being made.

The Promoter agrees to sign this Rider in the places indicated and to 
return it to MV at least three weeks prior to the engagement.

It is agreed and understood that FUNKY GONG shall not be advertised in 
any way other than "Funky Gong ". ANY BRACKETS AFTER THE 
NAME SHOULD SAY ‘Madskippers Tokyo /JOUJOUKA’

It is agreed and understood that the Promoter agrees to provide 
refreshments to include three bottles of champagne, 1 bottle of premium 
brand vodka and / or bottle of good quality white wine, some bottles of 
beer, juice, mineral water and snacks.

ACCOMMODATION

Please ensure that all Funky Gong 1 persons in total is  booked into a trendy, modern designer 
("boutique") hotel rather than a traditional chain hotel. Where this is not possible or such hotel is 
not available they should be booked into a high-quality 4/5 star hotel at all times.

Pls note the hotel must have internet access in the rooms.

Very important!

Technical Requirements
 

 

For Funky Gong
 

mailto:zurya@massivevibrations.com


PIONEER CDJ1000MK2 or MK3 X2
PIONEER DJM600 or DJM700 (This is Disco mixer)

The guitar effect to the disco mixer.
Very simple setting

  
7. The Promoter will provide the Artist with a guest list of min. 5-10 (5) 
persons at no cost to the Artists whatsoever

 

8. The Promoter will provide plans for the venue indicating the route by 
which the Artist and equipment should arrive at the venue.

This should arrive at Massivevibrations with return contract.

 

 

9.      RADIO & TELEVISION
The Promoter will ensure that no audio or visual recording of any 
kind for any purpose shall be made of the Artist's performance, 
without written permission from the Artist.

 

10.    PR / marketing / management

          Contact: silvie@massivevibrations.com   +628123849828

          Tour Manager / Made Bagus Suardana simatabali@gmail.com for 
Indonesia

          HP     +628123969911

11. Pressinfo : zurya@massivevibrations.com
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